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Abstract
In this paper, we describe unified formulas for unitary and hyperbolic reflections and rota-
tions, and show how these unified transformations can be used to compute a Hermitian trian-
gular decomposition ORHD OR of a strongly nonsingular indefinite matrix OA given in the form
OA D XH1 X1 C XH2 X2;  D 1. The unification is achieved by the introduction of signature
matrices which determine whether the applicable transformations are unitary, hyperbolic, or
their generalizations. We derive formulas for the condition numbers of the unified transforma-
tions, propose pivoting strategies for lowering the condition number of the transformations,
and present a unified stability analysis for applying the transformations to a matrix. © 2000
Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Cholesky factor modification; Hyperbolic rotation; Hyperbolic Householder transformation;
Error analysis
1. Introduction
Consider an n  n Hermitian and positive definite matrix OA
OA D RHR C XHX; (1)
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where R is upper triangular, X is a p  n matrix, and  D 1. The Cholesky mod-
ification problem [8] is to compute the upper triangular Cholesky factor OR of OA:
OA D ORH OR, directly from R and X, without forming OA explicitly. This modification of
a triangular factorization is known as updating and downdating of a Cholesky factor
when  D 1 and  D −1, respectively.
General structure of updating and downdating algorithms is virtually the same.
To see this, consider matrices Y ad S defined as follows:
Y D

R
X

;
SD

In 0
0 Ip

:
With these definitions (1) can be rewritten in the following form:
OA D RHR C XHX D Y HSY : (2)
The building blocks in Cholesky modification problem are transformations, de-
noted by Pi , which operate on Y, and satisfy the relationship
P Hi SPi D S:
Each Pi is selected so as to annihilate subdiagonal elements in the ith column of
Pi−1    P1Y . When  D 1, Pi are unitary, when  D −1, Pi are hyperbolic. The
matrix PY D Pn   P1Y has all subdiagonal elements equal to zero and hence its
upper triangular part OR is the Cholesky factor of OA. Indeed, if we denote OY D PY ,
then
OY D
 OR
0

;
and
ORH OR D OY HS OY D Y HSY D OA: (3)
The matrix S is a special case of signature matrices which have the form diag.1/.
The introduction of signature matrices leads to the following generalization of the
Cholesky modification problem: Given a data matrix Y and a signature S D diag.1/,
find an upper triangular matrix OR and a signature OS such that
ORH OS OR D Y HSY: (4)
When Y D .RH XH/H with R upper triangular, this problem becomes the problem
of modifying the triangular factor R after addition and/or deletion of data X. The
signature S allows OA D Y HSY to be an indefinite matrix.
In this paper, we introduce unified transformations which can be used to solve
the general problem (4) by virtually the same algorithm irrespective of updating,
downdating or modification of a symmetric triangular decomposition of an indefi-
nite strongly nonsingular matrix OA. The unified transformations include unitary and
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hyperbolic transformations as special cases. We also present a stability analysis of
the unified transformations. Based on the analysis, we propose pivoting techniques
for improving numerical properties of the transformations.
This paper is organized as follows. After introducing notations in Section 2, we
define the unified Householder transformations (hypernormal reflections) and the
unified rotations (hypernormal rotations) in Section 3. In Section 4, we derive for-
mulas for the condition numbers of matrices representing these transformations, and
present a stability analysis of applying the transformations to a vector. We also show
how pivoting can be combined with hypernormal reflections (or hypernormal ro-
tations) to obtain decompositions (1) and (4). A numerical example is included to
illustrate positive effects of pivoting.
2. Notations
A signature matrix S defines a class of S-unitary matrices.
Definition 1. Let S D diag.1/. A square matrix V is called S-unitary iff
V HSV D S: (5)
If S D I , then an S-unitary matrix is a unitary matrix. If S has both positive and
negative ones on the diagonal, then an S-unitary matrix V is a hyperbolic matrix.
From (3) we see that S-unitary transformations are sufficient tools for finding a
modified Cholesky factor of a positive definite matrix OA in (1), irrespective of  D 1
or  D −1.
In considering S-unitary matrices it is helpful to introduce a bilinear form T; US
on Cn induced by a signature matrix S,
Tx; yUS D xHSy; x; y 2 Cn: (6)
This bilinear form is called indefinite scalar product [7]. The bilinear form T; US
defines a weighted norm k  kS ,
kxkS D sign.Tx; xUS/
pjTx; xUSj:
Note that kvkS is not a norm despite the notation, because a norm should be non-
negative. From this definition, it is easy to see that if V is an n  n S-unitary matrix,
then for any vector x 2 Cn, kV xkS D kxkS .
A further generalization of the definition of S-unitary matrices is useful. In the
situation when the difference OA D RHR − XHX is an indefinite matrix, the Chole-
sky factor does not exist. However, if OA is strongly nonsingular, it is possible to find
a unique triangular decomposition of the form
OA D ORH OS OR; (7)
where OS D diag.1/ is a signature matrix and OR is upper triangular.
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Note that if OS D I , then we have a standard Cholesky modification problem. It
turns out that algorithms for computing OR and OS in the case of indefinite OA be-
come completely analogous to those for modifying Cholesky decomposition, if the
definition of S-unitary matrices is generalized as follows, see [1].
Definition 2. Let S D diag.1/ and OS D diag.1/ be n  n diagonal matrices. A
matrix V satisfying
V HSV D OS
is called a hypernormal matrix with respect to S and OS.
The signature matrices S and OS are allowed to be different here. However, by the
Sylvester theorem, OS must be a symmetric permutation of S. If S D OS, then hyper-
normal matrices are S-unitary matrices. Furthermore, if S D I , then they are unitary
matrices.
3. Unified transformations
In this section, we define the unified Householder transformations and unified
rotations and present their algorithms.
3.1. Hypernormal reflections
First we introduce hypernormal reflections which are extensions of Householder
reflections [8] and include as special cases both unitary and hyperbolic reflections [11].
We start by recalling that an S-unitary reflections H has the form
H D H.S; b/ D S − 2bb
H
bHSb
(8)
for some vector b, bHSb =D 0. As mentioned earlier, if S D I , then H represents a
unitary reflection.
The utility of an S-unitary reflection is to map a vector of interest v onto a vector
Ov parallel to e1,
Ov D Hv D cv  e1; (9)
where the scalar cv depends on v (and S). As S-unitary reflections preserve the S-
norm, relation (9) shows that the following condition must be satisfied:
kvkS D sign.S.1; 1//jcvj: (10)
As the sign on the right-hand side of (10) is determined by S.1; 1/, conditions (9)
and (10) cannot be simultaneously satisfied for an arbitrary vector v and arbitrary
signature S.
The following theorem shows how S-unitary reflections (8) can be generalized so
that (9) and (10) are satisfied for all v such that vHSv =D 0.
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Theorem 1. Let v and S be a vector and a signature matrix, respectively, such that
vHSv =D 0. Let J be a permutation for which
sign.eT1 JSJe1/ D sign.vHSv/; (11)
and set
Qv D Jv and QS D JSJ: (12)
Let us define a vector b by
bD QS Qv C  abs.kvkS/e1; (13)
 D
(
sign.eT1 QSe1/ Qv1j Qv1j if Qv1 =D 0;
sign.eT1 QSe1/ otherwise:
(14)
Then the transformation
HJ D JS − 2b.Jb/H=.bH QSb/; (15)
satisfies
Ov D HJ v D − abs.kvkS/e1; (16)
k Ovk QS D kvkS (17)
.HJ /
H QS.HJ / D S: (18)
Proof. In order to show (16) note that, using (12) and (13),
bH QSbDsign.vHSv/kvk2S C  Qv1 abs.kvkS/
C Qv1 abs.kvkS/ C j j2kvk2S sign.eT1 QSe1/: (19)
With the choice of (14) and (19) becomes
bH QSb D 2 sign.eT1 QSe1/.kvk2S C abs.kvkS/j Qv1j/:
We also have
bH Qv D sign.eT1 QSe1/.kvk2S C abs.kvkS/j Qv1j/:
Now it is easy to check that (16) holds.
Relationship (17) follows immediately from (11) and (12) and the fact that HJ J
is QS-unitary. 
Relation (18) states that the transformation HJ is hypernormal with respect to S
and QS. This leads to to the following definition.
Definition 3 (Unified Householder transformation). Let S be a signature matrix and
v a vector with nonzero S-norm. Let QS D JSJ , and b be as in Theorem 1. Then the
transformation HJ defined by (15) is called a unified Householder transformation
for the vector v and the signatures S and QS.
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Relation (16) states that any vector v with nonzero S-norm can be mapped by a
unified reflection onto the first coordinate e1. The vector e1 can be replaced by any
direction d for which dHSd =D 0.
Note that if HJ is hypernormal with respect to S and OS, then P D HJ J is OS-
unitary. Instead of dealing with HJ , it is convenient to consider P. The following
algorithm shows how P (and hence HJ ) can be computed.
Algorithm 1 (Unified Householder transformation). Given a signature matrix S D
diag.i/, i D 1, and a vector x with nonzero S-norm, this algorithm computes the
vector u, scalars  and , a signature matrix OS and a permutation matrix J. So the
unified Householder transformation
P D OS − −1uuH (20)
has the following properties:
.PJ /x D −e1 and .PJ /H OS.PJ / D S;
where OS D JSJ .
m D maxfjxi jg; x D x=m;
J D I ;
if sign.xHSx/ =D 1
find j so that j D sign.xHSx/;
J D permutation .1; j/;
end
y D Jx; OS D JSJ ;
if y1 =D 0
 D sign. O1/y1=jy1j;
else
 D sign. O1/;
end
 D 
ryH OSy;
u D OSy C e1;
 D O1u1;
 D m.
Unified Householder transformations can be used to find the decomposition (7).
Namely, we can construct a sequence of unified Householder transformations HJ1;
HJ2; : : : ; HJk such that
HJk    HJ2HJ1Y D
 OR
0

; (21)
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where HJi are hypernormal with respect to Si and Si−1, Si D JiSi−1Ji , and Ji are
permutations determined by relation (11). Recalling (2), from (21) we obtain Sk andOR such that
OAHS OA D ORHSk OR:
At this point a problem that should be addressed is: what happens when kvkS D 0?
The answer is that both procedures per se fail (see [5] for some implications of this
problem). What we rely upon in recovering from a situation of kvkS D 0 is that
the unified Householder transformation is applied to whole matrices, not merely to
isolated column vectors. If in step i the working column vi and the signature matrix
Si are such that
vHi Sivi D 0;
then a suitable permutation of the remaining columns of HJi−1    HJ1Y has to be
chosen so for the new working column vi
vHi Svi =D 0:
This is possible when OAHS OA is strongly nonsingular [8]. Column and row pivoting
can be introduced so as to decrease a potential magnification of rounding errors, see
Section 4. On completion we get the triangular factorization of the form
KT OAK D ORHSk OR; (22)
where K represents permutation of columns of OA.
3.2. Hypernormal rotation
In analogy to the unified Householder reflection, we propose the following unified
definition of a rotation. This definition includes both unitary and hyperbolic rotations
as special cases.
Definition 4 (Unified rotation). Given a signature matrix S D diag.1; 2/, a unified
rotation has the form:
Q D

c .2=1/s
−s c

; (23)
where the pair .c; s/ satisfies
1jcj2 C 2jsj2 D O1; O1 D 1:
Note that
QHSQ D

1jcj2 C 2jsj2 0
0 2jcj2 C 1jsj2

D
 O1 0
0 12 O1

:
Denoting O2 D 12 O1, we have
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QHSQ D OS;
where OS D diag. O1; O2/, that is Q is a hypernormal matrix with respect to S and OS.
It can be verified that when 12 D 1, Q is a unitary rotation, when 1 D −2 D 1
and 1jx1j2 C 2jx2j2 > 0, Q is a hyperbolic rotation, and when 1 D 2 D 1 and
1jx1j2 C 2jx2j2 < 0, Q is a purely hypernormal transformation.
Similar to the unified Householder reflections, unified rotations can be used to
zero selected elements of a vector. The following algorithm summarizes how this
can be done.
Algorithm 2 (Unified rotation). For a given vector x D .x1; x2/T and a signature
matrix S D diag.1; 2/ this algorithm computes a unified rotation
Q D

c .2=1/s
−s c

;
and a signature matrix OS D diag. O1; O2/ so that
Q

x1
x2

D


0

and QHSQ D diag. O1; O2/:
if x2 D 0
c D 1; s D 0; O1 D 1; O2 D 2; return
end
if 1jx1j D −2jx2j
error (“Indefinite norm of x is zero”)
end
if jx1j > jx2j
 D x2=x1;  D 1 C .2=1/j j2;
c D sign.x1/=pjj; s D c;
else
 D x1=x2;  D 2=1 C j j2;
s D sign.x2/=pjj; c D s;
end
if  > 0
O1 D 1; O2 D 2;
else
O1 D −1; O2 D −2;
end.
4. Analysis
In this section, we derive formulas for condition numbers of unified transfor-
mations and show that their condition numbers can be arbitrarily large. Then, we
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propose pivoting strategies for avoiding large condition numbers when a sequence
of transformations is applied to a matrix. Finally, we present an error analysis of the
direct application of a unified transformation to a vector.
4.1. Unified Householder transformations
Consider P defined in (20) (or PJ). Suppose that the diagonal of the signature
matrix S has p positive elements and m negative elements. Partitioning S D M C N ,
where M is the positive part of S and N the negative part, we have
P D M C N − uuH; where  D 2
uHSu
;
and
rank.M/ D p; rank.N/ D m; where p C m D n:
Thus rank.N − uuH/ 6 m C 1 and P has at least n − .m C 1/ D p − 1 eigenvalues
equal to C1. Similarly, P has at least m − 1 eigenvalues equal to −1 since rank.M −
uuH/ 6 p C 1. It follows that P has at least .m − 1/ C .p − 1/ D n − 2 unit sin-
gular values.
Now, we derive formulas for the other two singular values of P. We can verify
that
.P C SPS/.u C Su/ D −.uHu/.u C Su/:
Thus −.uHu/ is an eigenvalue of P C SPS. Since P is S-unitary and Hermitian,
we have SPS D P−1 and hence −.uHu/ is an eigenvalue of P C P−1. Since ei-
genvalues of P and P−1 are reciprocals of each other, a nonunit eigenvalue  of P
satisfies
 C −1 D −uHu:
This in turn means that a non-unit singular value  of P satisfies
juHuj D  C −1:
Solving for  in the above equation, we obtain
−1min D max D
uHu
juHSuj C
s
uHu
uHSu
2
− 1:
When S D I , then min D max D 1; J D I , and PJ is a unitary Householder ma-
trix. In the case, when S =D I and J D I , P is the hyperbolic Householder defined
in [9,10], the above result on the condition number coincides with [3].
For a general signature matrix S, the ratio .uHu/=juHSuj can be arbitrarily large.
Thus cond.PJ / can also be arbitrarily large. However, as shown in Algorithm 1,
when a Householder transformation is constructed to introduce zeros into a given
vector x, we have some freedom of choosing the permutation J. We propose the
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following pivoting scheme, which is analogous to the one described in [14], in which
J is chosen to minimize the condition number of the Householder transformation.
Algorithm 3 (Householder with row pivoting). Given a complex vector x and a sig-
nature matrix S D diag.i/, this algorithm computes the vector u, scalars  and ,
and permutation .1; j/ in the unified Householder transformation PJ, where
P D OS − −1uuH:
Let matrix J represent the permutation .1; j/. Then OS D JSJ ,
.PJ /x D −e1 and .PJ /H OS.PJ / D S:
This algorithm incorporates pivoting to minimize the condition number of P.
m D maxfjxijg; x D x=m;
J D I ;
if S =D I
find j so that j D sign.xHSx/ and jxj j is maximized;
J D permutation .1; j/;
end
y D Jx; OS D JSJ ;
 D sign. O1/y1=jy1j;
 D 
ryH OSy;
u D OSy C e1;
 D O1u1;
 D m.
Numerical example. Consider the following modification of triangular decomposi-
tion problem:
OA D RTR − xxT C yyT − zzT D ORTdiag.1;−1/ OR;
where
RD

d 1
0 1

; xT D .d C  d − /; yT D .1 − 9/; zT D .1 − d 1/;
and OR is upper triangular and  is the machine precision. Note that the matrix OA is
indefinite. In matrix form, we want to find two unified Householder transformations
P1J1 and P2J2 such that
.P2J2/.P1J1/
0
BB@
R
xT
yT
zT
1
CCA D P2J2
0
BBBB@
Or11 Or12
0 1
0 x2
0 y2
0 z2
1
CCCCA D
0
BB@
Or11 Or12
0 Or22
0 0
0 0
1
CCA 
 OR
0

:
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For simplicity, we denote OR as the computed result. We use
E D k ORTdiag.1;−1/ OR − .RTR − xxT C yyT − zzT/k2;
to measure the error.
When d D 1:0, no pivoting is necessary and both Algorithms 1 and 3 give identi-
cal results. Table 1 shows the errors and condition numbers of P1J1 and P2J2 in both
cases of row pivoting (Algorithm 3) and no pivoting (Algorithm 1) for d D 10−2,
10−4, and 10−6.
Although as shown in Table 1 row pivoting can improve the accuracy, further
improvement in the accuracy of the decomposition can be achieved by combining
row pivoting with column pivoting (22). In column pivoting, in step i, one chooses
a column vj with the largest ratio abs.kvjkSi /=kvjk as the pivot column. Table 2
shows the residual errors in the triangular decomposition of OA when column pivoting
is used in addition to row pivoting. This simultaneous row and column pivoting is
akin to Gaussian elimination with complete pivoting.
Now, we present a stability analysis of the direct application of a unified House-
holder transformation. Our analysis includes both the unitary and hyperbolic House-
holder transformations as special cases. Since the permutation J in the unified
Householder transformation PJ does not cause rounding errors, we only consider
the direct application of the S-unitary P to a vector z:
Oz  fl.Pz/: (24)
Suppose that G is a permutation matrix such that
MS  GSG D diag.Ip;−Im/:
Table 1
Errors and condition numbers of the unified Householder transformations with row pivoting and without
pivoting
d Row pivoting No pivoting
cond.P2J2/ cond.P1J1/ E cond.P2J2/ cond.P1J1/ E
1:0  10−2 2:0  102 1.1 7:1  10−13 8:8  103 6:4  103 2:3  10−11
1:0  10−4 2:0  104 1.0 7:0  10−11 9:9  107 9:5  107 2:8  10−7
1:0  10−6 2:0  106 1.0 1:5  10−8 1:0  1012 1:0  1012 5:5  10−3
Table 2
Errors and condition numbers of the unified Householder transformations with row and column pivoting
d Row and column pivoting
cond.P2J2/ cond.P1J1/ E
1:0  10−2 1.3 1.2 6:2  10−14
1:0  10−4 1.3 1.2 6:0  10−14
1:0  10−6 1.3 1.2 1:0  10−14
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If we partition S D M C N , where M is the positive part of S and N the negative part,
then
GMG D diag.Ip; 0/ and GNG D diag.0;−Im/: (25)
Thus MP  GPG is MS-unitary or hyperbolic. Rewriting (24) as OzDfl.Pz/Dfl.G MPGz/,
we obtain
GOz D fl. MP.Gz//:
It is shown in [14] that the direct application of a hyperbolic Householder is relation-
ally stable. Using the partition
GOz D
 Ox
Oy

and Gz D

x
y

; (26)
the relational stability of the direct application of the hyperbolic transformation MP
means that there is a unitary Householder matrix H such that
H
 Ox
y

D

x
Oy

C f;
where kf k is small compared to kxk, kyk, k Oxk, and k Oyk [14]. Using the partition
(26), it follows from the above equation that
GHG

G

Ip 0
0 0

GOz − G

0 0
0 −Im

Gz

D G

Ip 0
0 0

Gz − G

0 0
0 −Im

GOz C f:
Finally, using (25), we have the following unified equation for the stability:
GHG
(
M Oz − Nz D Mz − N Oz C f; (27)
where kf k is small compared to kzk and kOzk. Note that Mz is the vector obtained by
setting the elements of z corresponding to −1 in S to zero and Nz can be obtained
similarly. When G D I (S D diag.Ip;−Im/), Eq. (27) shows the relational stability
of the hyperbolic Householder transformation presented in [14]. When S D I D M
(or S D −I D N), Eq. (27) becomes
H Oz D z C f or Hz D Oz C f;
which shows the backward stability of the unitary Householder transformation.
4.2. Unified rotations
Now we turn to the unified rotation defined in (23). Similar to the previous section,
we first derive the condition number of a unified rotation. Then we propose a pivoting
strategy. Finally, we discuss the stability.
It can be verified that the two eigenvalues of QHQ, where Q is defined in (23),
are:
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 D jcj2 C jsj2  j2=1 − 1j jcj jsj:
It then follows that the condition number of Q is
cond.Q/ D
s
jcj2 C jsj2 C j2=1 − 1j jcj jsj
jcj2 C jsj2 − j2=1 − 1j jcj jsj :
In particular, when 2 D 1, then Q is unitary and cond.Q/ D 1. When 2 D −1
D −1,
cond.Q/ D jcj C jsjjjcj − jsjj ; (28)
which can be arbitrarily large.
To avoid rotations with large condition numbers during a sequence of updating
and downdating, we can apply the following pivoting strategy. If 2 D −1 when
a rotation is computed to eliminate an element, we can choose, if possible, the
element to be eliminated so that the condition number (28) is minimized. In par-
ticular, if the rotation is computed by Algorithm 2, we choose x2 so that .jx1j C
jx2j/= j jx1j − jx2j j/ is minimized.
Finally, we discuss the stability of the unified rotation. It is shown [13] that the
direct application of hyperbolic rotation is neither backward stable nor relationally
stable. However, Chambers’ algorithm [4] and the LINPACK algorithm [6] are rela-
tionally stable [2,12], but not backward stable. It is also shown [13] that the relational
stability extends to a sequence of updating and downdating. In the following, we
present a unified algorithm which performs a direct application when the unified ro-
tation Q is unitary and LINPACK method when Q is hyperbolic. Thus it is backward
stable when Q is unitary and relationally stable when Q is hyperbolic.
The unified rotation Q satisfies
QH
 O1 0
0 O2

Q D

1 0
0 2

; (29)
where 1jcj2 C 2jsj2 D O1 ( O1 D 1) and O2 D .2=1/ O1. Consider the direct ap-
plication of Q to a 2  1 vector: Mx
My

D Q

x
y

: (30)
It follows from (29) that Mx
My
H  O1 0
0 O2
  Mx
My

D

x
y
H 
1 0
0 2
 
x
y

;
and
j Mxj2 C 1
2
j Myj2 D 1O1

jxj2 C 1
2
jyj2

: (31)
When 1 D 2, thus O1 D O2, Q is unitary. When 1 D −2 and 1 D O1, (31) be-
comes j Mxj2 C jyj2 D jxj2 C j Myj2 and there exists a unitary MQ such that
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MQ
 Mx
y

D

x
My

: (32)
When 1 D −2 and 1 D −O1, (31) becomes j Mxj2 C jxj2 D jyj2 C j Myj2 and there
exists a unitary QQ so that
QQ
 Mx
x

D

y
My

: (33)
Suppose the .c; s/-pair in the unified rotation Q has been computed, we first use (23)
and (30) to compute Mx:
Mx D cx C 2
1
sy: (34)
Also, from (23) and (30), we have
My D −sx C cy: (35)
If 1 D −2 and 1 D O1, we compute My from Mx and y using (32). Solving for x in
(34), we have
x D 1
c

Mx − 1
2
sy

:
Substituting x in (35) with the above equation, we get
My D 1
c
.−s Mx C y/:
Note that in this case jcj2 − jsj2 D 1. Similarly, if 1 D −2 and 1 D −O1, we com-
pute My from Mx and x using (33). From (34) and (35), we obtain
My D − 1
s
.c Mx C x/;
noting that in this case jcj2 − jsj2 D −1.
In summary, we have the following algorithm.
Algorithm 4 (Application of a unified rotation). Given the .c; s/-pair in a unified ro-
tation Q with its associated i and Oi for i D 1; 2 and a vector .x; y/T, this algorithm
computes the vector . Mx; My/T D Q.x; y/T.
Mx D cx C .2=1/sy;
if 1 D 2
My D −sx C cy;
elseif 1 D O1
My D .−s Mx C y/=c;
else
My D −.c Mx C x/=s;
end
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5. Conclusion
This paper presents unified hypernormal transformations which are generaliza-
tions of unitary and hyperbolic transformations. The unified transformations can be
applied to the problem of the triangularization of a strongly nonsingular indefinite
matrix. We give algorithms for computing the unified transformations, derive their
condition numbers, present unified error analysis, and propose pivoting schemes.
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